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Fully controllable from a tablet, it is the most versatile 
injector of the Intuitive line as it allows to inject molds of all 
sizes thanks to the two independent workstations, a maxi 
and a standard one.

The BI MAXI INTUITIVE injector is characterized by two 
independent, non-expandable workstations that allow to create 
both light and very thin objects as well as large-sized pieces, 
maintaining their weight over time. 

Two Android tablets are the control unit, with specially developed 
apps that allow to save recipes with photos and manage and 
control production orders.Its interconnect-ability to the outside 
world makes it compatible for Industry 4.0.

It is equipped with a transparent melting tank with a constant 
vacuum system, digital sensors to control the pressures that 
always allow to check the graphs of the vacuum trend on the 
molds during injection from the tablets and RFID readers.

In the standard workstation, there is an 8-cmc injection syringe 
with final temperature regulation and self-centering clamp with 
250x155mm plateswhile in the maxi workstation there is a 120-
cmc injection syringe with final temperature adjustment and a 
self-centering clamp with 250x155mm plates.

Machine 
65 kg
110x38x53 cm

Box
97 kg
123x50x70 cm

Moulds
Min 50x30x12 mm
Max 250x155x80 mm

Maxi Clamps **
185x155 cm
250x155 cm
330x180 cm

Big Clamps *
135x135 cm
140x180 cm
160x180 cm

Plates *
120x120 cm
120x130 cm

Double steel tankSyringe 32 cmc  *

* Optional workstation standard    ** Optional workstation Maxi

Double pump
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